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Digitalized Biomedicine and Healthcare

The Human Machine Partnership has placed us in a position 

to deliver even more on the vision of Louis Pasteur “standing 

united and aspiring to lift the veil” 

through Data driven collaborative modeling



Multidisciplinary & Collaborative research through
Human-Machine Partnerships

• Individual Human Knowledge  Connected Global Knowledge
• Legal & Ethical & Psychological considerations
• How do we use our new tools? Repurposing Generative AI?



Do you have a model for that?



Transformation of Biomedical R&D

• Reverse Translational Research
• Exvivo biological systems – Biological Avatars
• Insilico Systems – Digital Avatars
• Advanced Analytics through AI and Human-Machine 

partnerships

Transformation of Healthcare: 
• Longitudinal and deep precision sampling
• Early detection and diagnosis
• Treating early disease
• Personalization & Combination therapies
• Clinical decision support via Personalized

Biological + Digital Avatars 

Multi-
Omics



Kim, J., Koo, BK. & Knoblich, J.A. Human organoids: model systems for human biology and medicine. Nat Rev Mol
Cell Biol 21, 571–584 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41580-020-0259-3

Biological Avatars – Exvivo SystemsModeling holistic dynamics



Digital Avatars -- Computational Systems Predicitive modeling

https://www.nibib.nih.gov/science-education/science-topics/computational-modeling



Reverse Translational Resarch – « The ground truth »
The ultimate model for human health and disease is human health and disease

Clin Transl Sci. 2018 Mar; 11(2): 98–99.
Published online 2018 Feb 9. doi: 10.1111/cts.12538

https://www.gene.com/stories/reverse-translation

“In a clinical trial of one of our cancer immunotherapies, 
our scientists observed differences in people who 
responded to the medicine. By digging deeper into the 
biology of the non-responders, the team discovered that 
some of them had an up-regulated gene signature 
associated with a protein called TGF-beta. With this 
knowledge, they then explored the phenomenon in pre-
clinical models. When they combined the cancer 
immunotherapy with an investigational antibody that 
blocks TGF-beta, it resulted in improved anti-tumor 
activity in pre-clinical models that mimic the biology of 
some non-responders.”



J Diabetes Sci Technol. 2013 Mar; 7(2): 431–440.
Published online 2013 Mar 1. doi: 10.1177/193229681300700220

Computational Mathematical Modeling through
Compartmentalized Integrative Grey Box Modeling



“A Systems Biology Workbench”
A holistic engine for scientific discovery and innovation

Biochemical model

Mechanistic mathematical model

Statistical learning and visualization 

The Grey Box Modeling Loop 
Connecting Data & Models



Nature June 2012

Nature March 2010

• 3 × 10^13 human 
cells

• As many bacterial
cells

• Around 10 times as 
many viruses

• Around 10^10 
proteins per human
cell

The human model system

A very dynamical
system…



Approximately 4 million human cells die per second in an average human



https://bionumbers.hms.harvard.edu

/search.aspx

Bionumbers, e.g. 

Lifespan of a cell:

http://book.bionumbers.org/



http://www.bates.edu/gould-research-lab

Some (log) length scales of Life



A view of our hierarchically organized system
Organizational levels of life:

• …
• Molecules
• Cells
• Tissues
• Organs
• Organ complexes 
• Organisms
• Populations
• ….

The focus depends on « the target application » 



On June 15th 2023 Aviv Regev
received the L’Oreal-Unesco for 
women in science award “for her 
pioneering work applying 
mathematics and computer science to 
revolutionize cell biology.“

https://www.humancellatlas.org/

Focusing on Cells – The basic units of Life

https://data.humancellatlas.org/



From Wikicommons

Date 10 June 2019

AuthorHaileyfournier

Cells are specialized and adapted to their neighborhood



https://www.creative-diagnostics.com/innate-and-adaptive-immunity.htm

The Human Immune System



The Immunity State Space

Healthy

Non Healthy

The Immunity State Space is
constructed from « precision
measurements » of molecular, 
cellular and higher order
biological activities connected
with the Immune System.
The goal is to first identify
domains of health and non-health
and then find interventions to 
push patients back to healthy
states.



Computational modeling experience tells us 

that « Life operates in low dimension »
A typical example: Invitro stimulated mouse dendritic cells

0-0.5-2-4-6-8-12-16- 24h bulk mRNA expression for all 10716 genes

(two samples per time point)  result in « clear » 1 dimensional

trajectories embedded in low (<7) dimensional space:



Where to find and deposit biomedical data?

https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories



https://www.ebi.ac.uk/

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/services



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/



https://www.immport.org/home

https://www.immport.org/shared/home



https://www.broadinstitute.org/

https://www.broadinstitute.org/data-sciences-platform



https://terra.bio/ - A joint effort between the Broad Institute & Microsoft & Verily

https://terra.bio/


https://www.ga4gh.org/

Formed in 2013, the Global Alliance for 
Genomics and Health (GA4GH) unites an 
international community dedicated to 
advancing human health through genomic 
data. We build technical standards and policy 
frameworks and tools that will expand 
responsible, voluntary, and secure use of 
genomic and other related health data. 



https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/

Interacting with Data - Software tools





What tools do I use?
 Python and R are still dominating in bioinformatics

https://www.r-project.org/



https://www.bioconductor.org/





Interactive data analysis using e.g. RShiny web-applications 

https://gdc.cancer.gov/analyze-data

https://gdc.cancer.gov/



https://cri-iatlas.org/

https://isb-cgc.shinyapps.io/iatlas/



https://scverse.org/ MISSION
scverse is a consortium of foundational tools (mostly in 
Python) for omics data in life sciences. It has been founded to 
ensure the long-term maintenance of these core tools.

scverse
A library of 
single cell
analysis
algorithms and 
computational
models



https://broadinstitute.github.io/wot/





https://principalmomentanalysis.github.io/

PMA for dimension reduction and visualizations of State Spaces



PMA is a framework 
that incorporates the 
sample distribution
and lower dimensional 
(noise reduced)  
approximations of it.



Take home messages concerning PMA
• Fast (sample based PMA is as fast as corresponding PCA)
• Robust (equivalent to local infinite pseudo sample bootstrap)
• Statistically and conceptually sound (“optimal” approximation of 

underlying probability measure respecting intrinsic local dimensionality 
and sampling density, quality etc) 

• Possible to supervise using annotation information and expert knowledge
• Immediate: PMA projection score generalizes.
• Immediate: Kernel PMA 



STATISTICAL LEARNING & VISUALIZATION 

ACQUIRING INSIGHTS AROUND PATTERNS IN DATA 

RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL VARIATION

Design and Photo: Emilia Fontes 2016



Exploratory Data Analysis vs Confirmatory Data Analysis

John Wilder Tukey (1915-2000)

Inventor of the FFT, the Box plot and the word 

“bit”.

1977



First question: What should it mean to be similar?

-> Choice of similarity measure or distance function

Example genuine metrics:

Examples: 

•Different types of edit distances for e.g. sequencing data

•L2 or Euclidean distance for quantitative data

•L1 or Manhattan (or Taxicab) distance



The “unit sphere” in the  L1 norm. A constraint  formulated with this 

norm favors sparse vectors. The idea behind the Lasso, see 

Tibshirani, R. (1996). Regression shrinkage and selection via the 

lasso. J. Royal. Statist. Soc B., Vol. 58, No. 1, pages 267-288). 

The normal “unit sphere” in the standard L2 norm 

The “unit sphere” in the L∞ norm 

Effects of different similarity measures or distance functions 



Feature extraction and selection to “understand” phenotypic variation

 clustering & classification  Biological Insights

Sample space population

Measurements

Data

Data Analysis



How to explore MULTI-OMICS data?

• N=10-10^5 Samples

• P=10-10^10 Variables 

How to find relevant structure?

Problems:
•Noise

•Artifacts: technical, batch effects,..

•High Dimensions 

•Often few samples and many variables

Visualize and Analyze the data

• Choice of “similarity measure”

• Choice of dimension/model-

reduction method = choice of 

“objective function”



Classification of pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia by gene expression profiling

Mary E. Ross et al.

Blood 2003 102:2951-2959; doi:10.1182/blood-2003-01-0338 

Data available at https://www.stjuderesearch.org/site/data/ALL3/

Example Data: Affymetrix chip 22282 ProbeIDs and 132 Samples



Dimension reduction techniques: Classical PCA

22282 variables 132 samples

PCA based on the 

correlation 

matrix;

Mean centering 

and normalizing all 

variables to unit 

variance

Distances: Euclidean        Objective function: Total Variance

ALL (Leukemia) samples
mRNA bulk



We can use a Scree plot to obtain a rough estimate of 

the global dimension of our data set





Duality of PCA  Bi-plot after 

optimization over projection score



MDS based on graph distances



Original SNE
Sam Roweis and Geoffrey Hinton

tSNE
Van der Maaten

Kullback Leibler

Relative Entropy

Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE)

Original distances

Distances in reduced space



Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE) and tSNE





Dangers with exploratory analyses:  ANOVA on Random data

Filtering using ANOVA on a 22282*132 dataset with significance threshold p=0.05 

on random data resulting in 1108 “significant discoveries” + PCA visualization.                 

Note that 0.05*22282 =1114.1  



ANOVA on ALL dataset

Filtering down to 1000

Variables (p=6e-13) 



The p-value distributions

randomized



lead to R implementation in 

Bioconductor 

Google search for q value estimation



• Longitudinal Sampling: 
Precision Diagnostics & Medicine: Mapping of « Patient journeys » & 
« Trajectories in Biomedical State  Space » integrating different data modalities 
(Omics, Imaging, RWD, ….)

• Deep phenotyping sampling: 
Integrative and Holistic analyses using emerging bio-technologies

Emerging Technology & Data & Insights for 

• Better understanding the Dynamics & Complexity:  
Static snapshots will be complemented with Dynamic systems control approaches leading to dynamic & composite biomarkers for 
response, resistance, safety, quality of life …

• Better Health State Monitoring & Early Detection and dynamical control: 
Controlling and maintaining health in order to prevent disease will lead to treatment paradigm shifts.

Multidisciplinary collaborative data & advanced analytics driven biomedical 
research in order to:

Recap: General directions in Translational research 



Petter Brodin
Nature Reviews | Immunology volume 19 | February 2019 | 87

• “Human immune systems are relatively stable within 
individuals over the course of weeks to months, but 
incredibly variable between individuals”

• “…induced responses to pathogens differ markedly among 
different age groups and… these differences are unique to 
different kinds of stimuli”

• Functional gene expression responses of human blood cells 
to common pathogens differ broadly across age groups.

• Divergent immune cell composition with advanced age is 
associated with chromatin changes that are induced by 
environmental influences over the course of life.

General Systems Immunology for Biomedicine: 
Predicting and controlling dynamics under perturbations



• Connecting data bases 

• Connecting IT platforms & tools 

• Connecting collaborative research 
infrastructure (wiki, fora, …)

• Connecting scientists from bench to 
computational mathematics

• Incentivize sharing through provenance 
& tracking

Drive cultural change                      Collaboration & Sharing

Infrastructure connecting the dots through Human-Machine partnerships 
Biomedicine& Data & Advanced Analytics   New Insights


